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EditordWe recently reported the primary results1 of the

prospective observational EU-HYPROTECT registry2 that

includes 702 patients who were monitored using the Acumen

Hypotension Prediction Index software (HPI-software)

(Edwards Lifesciences, Irvine, CA, USA) during elective major

noncardiac surgery in 12 medical centres in five European

countries (France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and the United

Kingdom).1 The HPI-software was developed using machine

learning to predict impending hypotension, defined as a MAP

of less than 65 mm Hg for at least 1 min, by analysing features

of the BP waveform.3 The unitless HPI quantifies the likelihood

that hypotension will occur on a scale between 0 and 100.3 HPI

values over 85 trigger acoustic and visual alarms.

Patients in the registry were monitored using the Acumen

IQ sensor (Edwards Lifesciences) and the HemoSphere moni-

toring platform (Edwards Lifesciences), which calculates and

continuously displays HPI.1,2 In registry patients, the degree

and duration of intraoperative hypotension was low, as indi-

cated by a low median (25% percentilee75% percentile) time-

weighted average MAP less than 65 mm Hg of 0.03

(0.00e0.20) mmHg.1 During surgery with a median duration of

209 (153e290) min, patients spent amedian of 2 (0e9) min with

a MAP below 65 mm Hg.1 The observational nature of the

registry makes it difficult to know to what extent the HPI-
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software monitoring contributed to limiting the degree and

duration of hypotension. Nevertheless, data on HPI alarms

that occurred in registry patients may help to understand the

role that HPI-software monitoring may have played.

Therefore, we aimed to investigate how often, when, and at

what MAP HPI alarms occurred during surgery in patients

included in the EU-HYPROTECT registry. We performed a post

hoc secondary analysis of HPI alarms that occurred in these

patients. We performed descriptive analyses to characterise

HPI alarms and reported continuous variables as medians

(25%e75% percentiles) and categorical variables as absolute

numbers (percentages).

In the EU-HYPROTECT registry patients, the total duration

of HPI monitoring was 2606 h, and the median duration of HPI

monitoring per patient was 199 (141e275) min. There were

5465 HPI alarms in total. In 625 of 702 patients (89%), there

was at least one HPI alarm during surgery. The median

number of HPI alarms per patient was 5 (2e11). The median

duration of a single HPI alarm was 2 (1e4) min. The median

cumulative duration of HPI alarms per patient was 18 (5e50)

min, which translates into 10 (3e25)% of monitoring time.

The occurrence of HPI alarms was evenly distributed

throughout the course of surgery (Fig 1a). The median MAP at

which HPI alarms occurred was 71 (70e73) mm Hg (Fig 1b).
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2 - Correspondence
The high number of HPI alarms in EU-HYPROTECT reg-

istry patients suggests that they were prone to intra-

operative hypotension. Considering that the HPI-software

predicts impending hypotension defined as a MAP of less

than 65 mm Hg for at least 1 min3 and that the median

time-weighted average MAP of less than 65 mm Hg was very
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Fig 1. Histograms illustrating (a) when during surgery HPI alarms occ

Hypotension Prediction Index.
low in registry patients, one may speculate that clinicians

reacted to HPI alarms and intervened to treat impending

hypotension. However, we cannot match HPI alarms with

therapeutic interventions, as we did not systematically re-

cord interventions. Thus, there may have been other rea-

sons for the low occurrence of hypotension in the registry
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patients, including a tendency for clinicians to avoid hy-

potension because they knew that the patients were in the

study.

Intraoperative hypotension can have multiple causes,

including vasodilation, myocardial depression, bradycardia,

and hypovolaemia,4 and is probably best treated causally

considering the presumed underlying causes. To better un-

derstand the effects of using HPI-software monitoring on hy-

potension, future studies need to focus on investigating

whether and how clinicians react to HPI alarms.

In summary, there were HPI alarms in 9 of 10 EU-

HYPROTECT registry patients. The median number of HPI

alarms per patient was 5. The HPI alarms occurred throughout

surgery at a median MAP of 71 mm Hg. Future research needs

to determine how clinicians react to HPI alarms and how to

best treat impending hypotension.
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